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θ-term: a sign problem

massive charge-n 
Schwinger model (QED2): 

4d SU(n) Yang-Mills theory:
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Spatially dimensionally reducing to a QM problem

Quantum simulation?



Quantum mechanics on a circle: an avatar
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In charge-n massive 2d 
Schwinger model or 4d YM: Gaiotto et al., 

JHEP 2015, 172



Energy spectrum
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’t Hooft anomaly, and global inconsistency with θ
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global inconsistency:
midler than ’t Hooft anomaly

some nontrivial 
vacuum structure



Tunneling: instanton-anti-instanton interference
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one-instanton tunneling amplitude

consistent with degenerate GS



Discretization
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ns lattice sites
with PBC

(tight-binding model)



Rydberg synthetic dimension

“1d” encoded in “0d”

Rydberg atom
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atomic orbitals 

coupled by 
microwaves

ideal tight-binding model
obtained by rotating wave 

approximation (RWA)



Rydberg synthetic dimension

“2d” encoded in “1d”?

Rydberg atom array
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Numerical results from real-time dynamics
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Numerical results from real-time dynamics
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(fast oscillations due to overlap 

with highly excited states)
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Conclusions and outlook

● QM on the circle with θ can have ’t Hooft anomaly/global inconsistency and 
quantum tunneling in real-time.

● Toward quantum simulations of QFTs with θ.
● Weak-coupling charge-n Schwinger model dimensionally reduces to QM.
● A Rydberg synthetic dimension encodes 1d using 0d.
● Our results demonstrate possibility of an analog quantum simulation 

experiment with realistic experimental parameters.
● This work may be generalized to more interesting theories, including 4d 

Yang-Mills.
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